
SIRUI Introduces the New HS Series
Humidity Control and Safety Cabinets

SIRUI HS Series Electronic Humidity Control and Safety Cabinets have a high performance dehumidifying system with microcomputer humidity control and an easy-to-read 
LCD screen displaying percentage of humidity and temperature in °C / °F. 

The SIRUI HS Series is silent running and energy-efficient. In addition to controlling internal humidity, these cabinets keep dust and dirt from accumulating on your valuable possessions. 
 
The SIRUI HS Series Electronic Humidity Control Cabinets also offer an additional degree of protection. They can also be used as secure safes! The extra strong walls (6mm thick 
cold-rolled steel) and heavy chassis - weighing up to 115 kg (253.5 lb.) - make it difficult to simply walk away with the cabinets. And the password protected and all metal door 
guarantees your valuables stay secure and out of sight.
 
There are four models to choose from: the compact SIRUI HS-50 with one adjustable shelf, the full-sized SIRUI HS-110 with one adjustable shelf and the ultra-sized HS-260 with 3 
adjustable shelves. The high-tech SIRUI HS-70X has a Fingerprint Scanner that provides the latest in security and convenience!
 
SIRUI HS Series Electronic Humidity Control Cabinets are designed to protect a wide range of valuables and precision accessories such as jewelry, 
lenses, photography and optical equipment, electronic products, microcomputers, chips, etc. The SIRUI designed and manufactured humidity control system 
prevents moisture from damaging your most precious possessions and helps extend their life and value. 

Features 
1. The precision built automatic electronic humidity control system is designed for long-term storage applications. 
2. SIRUI designed high performance dehumidifying system controls humidity levels, is highly efficient, energy-saving and non-polluting.  
3. Internal placement of the humidity control elements protects the components from damage. 
4. Constructed of 6 mm high-strength, cold-rolled steel. Precision welded for structural integrity and long life.  
5. Maintains relative humidity up to 24 hours after power is shut off. 
6. Fingerprint Scanner assures maximum security.  Holds up to 100 fingerprints.*
7. The electronic password keyboard: no need for a traditional key. The password can be up to 12 digits in length. 
8. Password memory: no need to be reset if power is lost.  
9. Password entry is prompted by display and confirmation tone. 
10. Advanced notification of low voltage.
11. Loud Alarm Warning signal (>90dB).  

HS 
Series

HUMIDITY CONTROL & SECURITY CABINET
                                   Outer Dimensions (in)        Inner Dimensions (in)         WEIGHT                               FOB NJ
Item #       Sirui Model#        Height    Width    Depth       Height    Width    Depth          (lb.)         MSRP         MAP                 NET
BSRHS50              HS50                    21.9         16.3        14.2          18.9       14.4         11                88.2         $739.95       $589.95      $396.00
BSRHS70X           HS70X                   27.6         16.3        14.2          24.6       14.4         11              116.8        $999.95        $799.95      $572.00
BSRHS110            HS110                   33.7         17.7          15         30.07        16.4         11.8           158.7       $1,125.95      $899.95      $616.00
BSRHS260           HS260                    52.8         20.5         17.7          49.6       18.9         14.6           253.5       $2,499.95     $1,995.95      $1,496.00

6-YEAR WARANTY
FOR CABINET BODIES.

3-YEAR WARRANTY
FOR ELECTRONIC PARTS.

Sirui HC & HS Humidity Control Cabinets are shipped FOB Argraph W/H, Carlsdadt, NJ. Freight added.


